
As a 
lasting mark of commitment to its 
home location, Switzerland, Pilatus 
built a new assembly hall in Stans, 

entirely from local timber.

Natural Woods

Polished Concrete

Slatted Wood
screening



Swiss Moods

Architecture

Sinple concrete facadeswith cutout entrances and windows

Riedikon House 
By Gramazio & Kohler Architecture

Laufen Forum, Laufen

Contemporary Arts Museum, Liechtenstein(Designed by Swiss architectsMeinrad Morger, Heinrich Degelo and Christian Kerez)

Vertical slats to add privacyand create an impactful facade

M.A.X. Museum - Chiasso

Sharp lines and angles create adynamic space both outside and in.

Interior Design
Natural, raw materialsand white dominate Swissinterior design while remainingfuctional and minimal



Exterior
Using the neutral and natural palettes found throughoutSwiss architecture and interior design, combined with theopen, inviting look create the perfect environment at the showto represent Pilatus.



Welcoming Area
The welcome desk along with the attached servery provide asingle location to ask questions and pick up a refreshing drink,streamling the usual convoluted task of checking in and queuing fora drink! Pilatus likes to think about the little things that make lifeeasier for its clients.

Main Branding
As an evolution of the previous years wooden slating, 

and to further portray Pilatus’ dedication to innovation and

pushing forwards while retaining its proud history, the fins on this

design take centre stange with strong coloured uplighting which could

evelove thoughout the shows open hours, from sunrise to sunset.

Display Area
the concrete cutout areas dominance will give way to the PC-24 model and itsvarious internal configuration models with plenty of graphic or projectionoppurtunities to tell the story how this plane bacame the sensation that ledto it being sold quicker than they can build them!



Hospitality (VIP)
With a hint of natural wood and polished

concrete, this area connects the main space

out the front of the booth to the Meeting rooms while

keeping that important connection to the new assembly
halls in Stans.

Wating Area
with ample seating for anyone waiting for a meeting
this space is key in providing a ‘flow’ from the outside

spaces of the stand to the meeting rooms. To help achieve this
the seating is similar to that used in the meeting rooms whilst

paired with the table design from the main stand space.

Bar AreaWrapped in a moody backdrop of the Swiss Alps, the bar serves asboth a hospitality area as well as being a control point for themeeting rooms and waiting area. Serviving speciality drinks from the areaand manned by a professional barrister for a high end service.



10 Person Meeting Room
The larger room has everything the 8 person room has, with a 

longer table, 2 additional seats and a small servery under the window
at the back of the room.

8 Person Meeting Room
Featuring a 55” screen, A large Meeting table complete with

USB charge points at each seat, as well as traditional power  at

the table ends and wireless screen connectivity to demenstrate

Pilatus’ attention to details and a proud history of over engineering.

Meeting Rooms
Using the natural woods in slats within the screen upright and

lighting bar overhead, combined with the polished conrete effect table
and screen surround to tie the space into the new assembly hall

while still maintaining a luxury feel within a corporate evironment.

A concrete effect floor is softened with a grey carpet inlay which
will also help to dampen the sound within the room allowing for more
confidentual conversations to take place safe in the knowledge that

they remain confidential.


